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The Menu of Costa Verde from Queens contains about 17 different dishes and drinks. On average, you pay for
a dish / drink about $12.0. What User likes about Costa Verde:

I'm coming back here. they have delicious alfajorden and pollo la brasa. but I think you betray chifa is good. I do
not recommend the rice with sweet, very dirty. oh I recommend to pay only in cash because it is a very long time
for their credit card machines to process total good eating read more. When the weather is pleasant you can also

eat outside. What Dina Bedoya doesn't like about Costa Verde:
My Family really love the food in this restaurant but unfortunately I gave 2stars because the service isn't good.
The first time we thinked may be because they were so busy wasn't good service but after that couple times

happened the same and when you callfor delivery the attention by phone is worst. Other point that isn't good is
that food is more expensive compare with othersPeruvian restaurants. read more. The fresh and succulent

juices listed on the drinks menu optimally complement the meals of the restaurant, You can also discover tasty
South American cuisine on the menu. Moreover, there are delicious American meals, such as burgers and grilled

meat, and you can look forward to the scrumptious traditional seafood cuisine.
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Soup�
CHUPE DE CAMARONES $15.5

�tra�
FRIJOLES $4.0

Seafoo�
CALAMARI

Sid� dishe�
LOMO

Sid� Order�
TAMAL $6.5

So� drink�
JUICE

Mai� Cours�
CEVICHE

Carne�
BISTEC A LO POBRE $15.5

Busines� Lunc�
CHICHARRON DE POLLO $11.5

Sopa�
PARIHUELA $17.0

Acompañante�
YUCA $4.0

Chauf�
CHAUFA ESPECIAL $18.5

Especialidade� Peruana�
LOMO SALTADO

Secon�
CHAUFA MIXTO $15.5

Carne� & Poll�
CAU CAU $12.0

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

VEGETABLES
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